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Abstract 

This project aims to explore the topic of saliency in computer vision; 
specifically to create a bottom-up saliency based detector for events of 
interest in a crowded environment. 

1  Statement of  Qual i f ications 

Shane Grant is a third year undergraduate student studying computer engineering at the 
University of California, San Diego.  He has taken introductory courses to artificial 
intelligence (CSE 151) and has worked on object detection for the UCSD Unmanned Aerial 
Systems team for two years, utilizing the Viola-Jones algorithm for robust real-time object 
detection.1 

Kevin Heins is a third year undergraduate student studying probability and statistics at the 
University of California, San Diego.  He has taken both undergraduate and graduate level 
courses in statistical and probabilistic learning (CSE 151, 250A).  Kevin is also a member of 
the UCSD UAS team working on object detection. 

2  Project  Outl ine 

The goal of our project is to create a bottom-up saliency detector and apply it specifically to 
crowds, though the detector should be general enough for use in other applications.  We 
intend to draw on research done by Timor Kadir2, Dashan Gao3, Nuno Vasconcelos4, and 
Christopher Kanan5. 

2 .1  Lea rn  Re lev a nt  A lg o r i t h ms  a nd  So f t w a re  

Most essential to the project is developing an understanding of the concept of discriminant 
saliency. Understand the creation of saliency maps for each discriminant used and the 
creation of a "super-map" composed of the aforementioned saliency maps. 

Deadline: Week 2 

2 .2  Asse mb le  a  Da t a  Se t  Tra in ing  a nd  Tes t i ng  

Since this project will focus on saliency detection and its applicability to crowds, data will 
be drawn from databases of crowd in both static image and video format.  The pedestrian 
crowds database from UCSD SVCL6 and data utilized in unsupervised detection of motion in 
crowds7 will be combined with video and still image data obtained at the UCSD campus.  
Partition the data set into distinct test and training sets. 



 

Deadline: Week 4 

2 .3  Tra in  t he  A lg o r i t h m 

Utilizing existing algorithms for bottom-up based saliency detection, train based upon the 
data collected previously. 

Deadline: Week 6 

2 .4  Test  a nd  M o di f y  

Run algorithm on test data set and observe the results.  Modify the algorithm as necessary to 
improve detection or better fit expectations.  Analyze results and compare against more 
traditional methods of detection. 

Deadline: Week 10 

3  Divis ion of  Labor 

Since the topic of visual saliency is new to both Shane and Kevin, collaboration will be 
common for the majority of tasks involved with the project.  Since Shane has more 
experience programming and Kevin more in mathematics, topics that dip more heavily into 
one of these areas may be appropriately divided. 

4  Experimental  Questions 

Does bottom-up saliency improve upon search methods of detection (accuracy, computation 
speed, etc)?  

Does bottom-up saliency effectively find objects of interest (especially in crowded 
environments)? 

Can this be applied to areas other than crowds? 

Is this a biologically viable method of detection? 
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